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September 2010 –  4 groups met on September 1
st
, 3

rd
, 8

th
 and 9

th
 to discuss 

Love and Summer by William Trevor. 

William Trevor is the grand old man of Irish literature. Aged 82, he is probably 

the most prolific writer Ireland has produced and admired as much for his short 

stories as his novels. Love and Summer could be described as a “long” short 

story - 200 pages of crafted lyrical prose which is best read slowly and 

meditatively. I enjoyed this gentle and optimistic story. But not everyone agreed.  

The groups varied enormously in their views. Some Germans had difficulty 

with the language, finding it too Irish to understand easily. Others absolutely 

loved it, others found it boring or too gloomy. Those with knowledge of Ireland 

were impressed with the way the slow pace of the writing reflected the 

atmosphere of rural Ireland. Trevor describes a distinct rural landscape, similar 

to the one in which he grew up. It is a landscape marked by shame, fear, regret 

and the quiet desperation of lives marred by tragedy and the overwhelming 

burdens of the past. 

Love and Summer, his 14th novel, is set in the 1950s in the small fictional town 

of Rathmoye. The heart of the story is a love affair one summer between Ellie, a 

foundling brought up by nuns and delivered as a housekeeper and later wife to 

Dillahan a local farmer, and a young man, Florian, the son of two talented 

artists. He has always been in their shadow, not finding real talents of his own.  

Florian is selling the house he has inherited from his parents. Although it is only 

seven miles as the crow flies outside Rathmoye, his house could be as far away 

as Dublin. And with his Italian and Anglo-Irish descent, he is a real outsider. 

As Ellie and Florian’s summer love affair develops we feel for Ellie especially 

as Ellie has never experienced being in love before. But Ellie is not Madame 

Bovary or Anna Karenina. She is not prepared to give up the security of her life 

for the fleeting excitement of a romantic infatuation. And it is interesting that 

not one of us wanted her to go off with Florian. Trevor examines the nature of 

love and loss and loyalty and most of all of compassion. Ellie has grown up 

without family and a home of her own. Although her husband Dillahan is not a 



romantic figure, he is solid and reliable and very kind to her. He also treats her 

with respect. We felt he was quite modern in his attitude towards her, he sees 

her as his equal. 

But he is having to live with the guilt that he may have been responsible for the 

death of his first wife and child. Ellie is tempted to go with Florian to 

Scandinavia, she even buys a new holdall in preparation, but she cannot bring 

herself to cause Dillahan more pain than he has already suffered. 

In the silent kitchen it came coldly to her that the tragedy of the man who had 

taken her into his house was more awful by far than love’s denial. It came like 

clarity in confusion, there was a certainty: it was too late. And it came coldly, 

too, that the truth she might tell to draw the sting of his agony would cause 

more suffering than she could inflict, more than any man who had done no 

wrong deserved. 

From above, Rathmoye could be any small Irish town, with its pubs, shops, 

churches, courthouse and convent. 

Farmers brought in livestock on the first Monday of every month, and borrowed 

money from one of Rathmoye’s two banks..... Their wives shopped for groceries 

from the warehouse shelves of the Cash and Carry, or in McGovern’s if they 

weren’t economising; for shoes in Tyler’s, for clothes, curtain material and 

oilcloth in Corbally’s drapery. 

Rathmoye could be assumed to be  a place where nothing much happens. 

Nothing happened in Rathmoye, its people said, but most of them went on living 

there. It was the young who left - for Dublin or Cork or Limerick, for England, 

sometimes for America. A lot came back. That nothing happened was an 

exaggeration too. 

We liked the element of surprise at the beginning of the novel. We see Mrs 

Eileen Connulty passing through the town but we don’t know where she is 

going - that she is in a coffin is quite a shock. A rather mundane opening line 

suddenly becomes dramatic. A funeral in a small Irish town of course is a major 

event. And Mrs Connulty has been a mainstay of the church and an important 

figure. So the whole town turns out to see her off. A stranger taking 

photographs at a funeral is bound to cause comment. Florian arrives, not only 

wearing a flamboyant tie but also a hat, and then proceeds to use his camera. 

Everyone notices him but Ellie is most effected by seeing him. He fascinates her, 



she has never really seen anyone like him before. Brought up by nuns in a 

sheltered environment, she has very little knowledge of men. And certainly not 

young attractive men. She is a true innocent. 

Her life as a farmer’s wife is rather dull and full of routine. Until she meets 

Florian she has been reasonably content. 

Content but for her childlessness, Ellie did not complain if time hung heavily 

when her husband was in the fields. There was the routine of work and once a 

week she cycled the four and a half miles to Rathmoye with the eggs she 

regularly delivered, more often if there was further shopping to be done...... 

She hosed the dairy out, turned the milk buckets she’d earlier scoured upside 

down... put down poison in one of the turf sheds... where something had been 

nibbling...in her vegetable patch she weeded the parsley and thinned her carrots, 

saving what she pulled out  

Trevor’s style intrigued some of us. “ It has a floaty and dreamy quality. I felt I 

was reading it through a mist”. The sound of English as spoken in Ireland has a 

lyrical and musical lilt, which is mirrored in the writing. It is fascinating that 

those of us who have been to Ireland enjoyed the novel more than those without 

any Irish experience. An Irish member said how very real it felt to her, in every 

respect. Those who didn’t connect with the story were  mainly German. A 

common response was that it was too sad and melancholy – bland and boring - 

too much like hard work. Another criticised the structure of the sentences – 

finding them too long and convoluted (the German pot calling the Irish kettle 

black?) 

On a more positive note – those who took their time reading Love and Summer 

found the pace of life portrayed in Ireland, a calming contrast to their rather 

frenetic city lives. They enjoyed being transported to a slower, more peaceful 

world. The characterisation was also admired. The supporting characters are 

well drawn and play an important part in the tension and the development of the 

story. 

Miss Connulty, herself damaged by an affair with a married man which resulted 

in an abortion that wrenched her family apart, is curiously benign. She watches 

the lovers through her net curtains and engages in some low-level rumour-

mongering about Ellie’s conduct, but she is a friend to Ellie and tries to warn 

her of the dangers of love. “ Love is madness” she tells her. 



Orpen Wren, the town eccentric, may have witnessed enough of what has been 

going on to take it to Ellie’s husband, Dillihan, but he is too caught up in his 

past – and in his own delusions - to cause trouble. Orpen Wren is a marvellous 

character. So many of the characters are haunted by their past. Orpen is living in 

his. The people of Rathmoye accept him and treat him with kindness. It is 

unusual to read such a positive image of an old man struggling with dementia. 

He is a Shakespearian figure – in the background seeing much and threatening 

disaster. He also represents the old world of the Anglo-Irish aristocrat.  

The novel contains some exquisitely fraught depictions of human relationships: 

Miss Connulty’s dread of her mother, who barely spoke to her after “the trouble 

happened” and her distant relationship with her twin brother, her mother’s pet, 

who was none the less held back by “the weight of his mother’s doubt”. Ellie’s 

steady but uncommunicative relationship with her kindly husband, whose part 

in the dreadful accident which left him both widowed and childless renders him 

almost completely absent from their marriage. 

In one group we discussed how common it can be in Irish and Scottish families 

for close family members to not talk to each other for years. Mrs Connulty 

banishes her husband to sleep in the attic, after accusing him of being a 

murderer when he helped her daughter to have an abortion. Mr and Mrs 

Connulty don’t speak to each other after this. If I didn’t have first- hand 

experience of similar situations in Celtic households, I would have found this 

situation  extreme. We were also assured by our Scottish and Irish members that 

this kind of thing is not unusual. Disputes are often about who is right and not 

being prepared to step down on an issue. I know of a Scottish mother and 

daughter who didn’t speak to each other for thirty years and sadly didn’t ever 

resolve their dispute. 

Trevor, though a Protestant, doesn’t criticise the Catholic church. It was 

refreshing to read of kindly, non-abusive nuns. Ellie did not have parents who 

would love her unconditionally but she had been well looked after in her 

childhood. The image of the Catholic church has recently been tarnished by 

widespread child abuse. Trevor reminds us that not all convents are bad places. 

But we are also reminded that abortion is still illegal in Catholic Ireland. 

Trevor’s depiction of the central love affair, all-consuming yet doomed to be a 

fleeting comfort, is convincing.  Ellie and Florian meet at Lisquin, the ruined 



house that haunts Orpen Wren, at first by chance, and later through notes left in 

the gate-lodge.  

“They lay in sunshine beside the bicycles that were no longer ordinary, having 

become the means of their being in one another’s company. They walked again 

on the avenue that went nowhere.” 

This uninterrupted peace allows barely formed thoughts to rise to the surface, 

and they put into words unhappy memories. Ellie’s world is transformed, 

Florian is the first person who seems to really listen to her. 

The more Florian asked her about her childhood at Cloonhill the more Ellie 

loved her interrogator. No matter how strange he still sometimes seemed, she 

felt as if all her life she had known him....being with him in the woods at Lyre, 

where the air was cold and the trees imposed a gloomy darkness, or walking 

among the monks’ graves, or being with him anywhere, telling or listening, was 

for Ellie more than friendship, or living, had ever been before.  

But when Florian tells Ellie that he has never intended the affair to last beyond 

the summer, though she goes through the motions of planning her escape, she 

knows it cannot be real. They will both, in time, have to return to the difficulties 

of their lives. 

Though undeniably dark, what is striking about Love and Summer is its muted 

optimism. The novel’s undeniably gloomy preoccupations – loneliness, loss, 

pain – are somehow transformed into something uplifting. Irish literature tends 

to be dark and gloomy - like Ireland’s past – and is often about escaping from 

Ireland to go to another world. In Love and Summer the locals find ways to stay 

and be content in their homeland. 

The final chapter, though prose, is more like a poem. And worth reading out 

loud. 

They sing in their heads a song they mustn’t sing, and wonder who it is that 

doesn’t want them. 

The last of Ireland is taken from him, its rocks, its gorse, its little  harbours, the 

distant lighthouse. He watches until there is no land left, only the sunlight 

dancing over the sea. 



Florian, the outsider leaves, but the people of Rathmoye whom we have come to 

know are busy getting on with their lives. Miss Connulty hopes that Ellie is 

pregnant, that she can share bringing up a child. A child that she was denied. 

Ellie is learning to love her husband and Dillahan will continue to appreciate 

having her as a wife. Not for her the fate of many a tragic heroine. Ellie’s life 

with Florian would probably have been a disaster. We all acknowledged that. 

Some of us had made rash romantic choices that we eventually regretted. In 

Ellie’s case  a tragedy has been averted and the slow normal pace of  her life can 

be resumed. And she will have the love of a solid and good man who respects 

her. Florian didn’t really love her. He would definitely have let her down. We 

felt Ellie had made the right choice to stay with Dillahan. 

Some said they were disappointed in what Love and Summer said about love. I 

don’t agree. 

Recommended – a gentle and sensitive novel about love, loss and compassion. 

Not to everyone’s taste – but it’s rare to find a book that is!   

 

 

  


